
PO BOX 1032 
Los Lunas, New Mexico 87031 

Ph: (415) 260-6590 
email: carol@carolyoungsilver.com 

website: www.carolyoungsilver.com 

100% HYPOALLERGENIC



Anything is possible when you have . . .Wings!

CYW-001   Original size wing in box: $12.50 

CYW-011   Petite Version on Card: $8.00

CYW-002   Original size WIRE E/R: $6.50 

CYW-012  Petite Version WIRE E/R: $6.50 

CYW-003   Original size POST E/R: $6.50 

CYW-013  Petite Version POST E/R: $6.50 

#1 Best 
Seller!

All silver tone

100% HYPOALLERGENIC
Ph: (415) 260-6590  carol@carolyoungsilver.com



Anything is possible when you have . . .Wings!

CYW-025   Original size wing in box: $12.50 

CYW-028   Petite Version on Card: $8.00

CYW-026   Original size WIRE E/R: $6.50 

CYW-027   Original size POST E/R: $6.50 

Gold & silver tone

100% HYPOALLERGENIC
Ph: (415) 260-6590  carol@carolyoungsilver.com



Cardinal update
My plan is to have an all new, expanded line of cardinal designs, which will include a 

large box, a petite necklace, plus post and wire earrings.  

These will not be available until Fall, 2023.

In the meantime, as there has been a robust demand for the original cardinals, they have 
been re-ordered and should be in stock by June.

Please feel free to take pre-orders for early summer delivery.

(They could possible be here by Mother’s Day, but I wouldn’t make that promise)

CYW-100 

$12.50

CYW-101 

$12.50



Seek the sweetness . . . in life!      

100% HYPOALLERGENIC

CYW-043  

Hummingbird E/R WIRE  $6.50 

        

CYW-040 
Hummingbird/Flower in Box 

$12.50 
        

CYW-044 

Hummingbird E/R POST $6.50 

CYW-041A 

Matching flower ER WIRE  $6.50 

CYW-042 Petite Hummingbird 
necklace on card  $8.00 

   Close out: $6.50 



Seek the sweetness . . . in life!       (Bling series)

100% HYPOALLERGENIC

CYW-047 
Two flower E/R POST 

$7.00 

CYW-045 

Colourful Stones Hummingbird in Box 

$14.00 

CYW-046 
All white  Stones Hummingbird in Box 
$14.00 

        

CYW-048 
Two Flower E/R WIRE 

$7.00 
        



Grow your wings and  . . . Fly !

CYW-004   Triple Butterflies in box: $12.50 

CYW-014   Petite Version on Card: $8.00

CYW-005   Gold Butterfly E/R: $6.50 

CYW-006   Silver Butterfly E/R: $6.50 

100% HYPOALLERGENIC

Ph: (415) 260-6590  carol@carolyoungsilver.com



Abstract Butterfly! This was available several years 
ago, however, there was a 

design issue that caused the 
pendant to flip.  Well, that 

problem has been solved and 
this top selling design is on it’s 

way back!!!

100% HYPOALLERGENIC

Chain adjusts 16” to 20”



Embrace . . . the Journey!

CYW-009   Triple Dragonflies in box: $12.50 

CYW-016   Petite Version on Card: $8.00

CYW-017 Petite Dragonfly 2-tone E/R: $6.50 

CYW-010   Dragonfly E/R: $6.50 

100% HYPOALLERGENIC

Ph: (415) 260-6590  carol@carolyoungsilver.com



Bee . . .  You!

100% HYPOALLERGENIC

CYW-018  

Bee in Box: 
$12.50

CYW-015 

MOD Flower/Bee in Box: $12.50

CYW-029 

MOD Flower E/R 

$6.00

CYW-019 

Bee E/R: $6.00

CYW-020 

Petite Bee in Package: $8.00



There’s a new bee in town! 

She’s MOD, she’s cute, and she wants to be on your shelf!

CYW-015 MOD Flower/Bee Necklace in Box $12.50 

CYW-029 MOD Flower Earring on Card  $6.50

As always . . .
100% HYPOALLERGENIC

Chain Adjusts 16” to 20”



Believe in yourself and simply . . . try!

CYW-050   Triple Leaf w/Ladybug in box: $12.50 

CYW-051  Petite Version on Card: $8.00

CYW-031   Ladybug Stud E/R: $6.50 

CYW-052  LB on Leaf Wire E/R: $6.50 

CYW-053  LB on Leaf Post E/R: $6.50

100% HYPOALLERGENIC



Catch the wind and . . . Soar!

CYW-021   Feather in box: $12.50 

CYW-023  Petite Version on Card: $8.00 CYW-022   Feather on wire E/R:  $6.50 

CYW-024 Petite Feather Post E/R: $6.00 

100% HYPOALLERGENIC

CYW-007 Feather ring 
$7.50 
Adjustable sizes 7-9



With the flick . . . of an ear!

100% HYPOALLERGENIC

CYW-086 Petite Stirrup on 
card: $8.00 

CYW-085 Wire E/R 

              $6.50 

CYW-082 Post E/R 

              $6.50 

CYW-083 Stirrup 
w/AQUA bead 
in box: $12.50

CYW-080 Stirrup D/C in 
box: $12.50



The worth . . . of an anchor!

100% HYPOALLERGENIC

CYW-091  
Anchor/Disk Necklace in Box  
$9.50 

        

CYW-090  
Anchor/Rope necklace in box 
$12.50 



Introducing  . . .

   Collections!    

(415) 260-6590 
carol@carolyoungsilver.com

By:

Collections are based on a proven ratio of best selling 
items within each story.   

$300.00 Wholesale/$600.00 MSRP 
Includes attractive, handcrafted, wooden counter top 

display with storage space.

mailto:carol@carolyoungsilver.com
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$300.00        10 products / 35 total items  MSRP: $600.00  

Wing Collection  
	     



The Butterfly Collection  
	

$300.00                                 4 products/33 items     MSRP: $600.00
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Bee Collection 

$300.00         3 products/33 items     MSRP: $600.00
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$6.00



Equestrian Collection  
	     

$300.00.  5 products / 33 total items  MSRP: $600.00  
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WINGS 
Wings are curved surfaces that produce lift.  Wings enable you to soar behind all your self-imposed 
restrictions and take you to the lofty heights you dare to dream of.

Wings can offer protection and comfort as in “under one’s wing”.

Wings remind us of angels that guard and guide us from above, and of those angels that walk among us.

Wings remind us that it is in our power to be an angel to the next person, who may just happen to need 
one.  Anything is possible when you have  . . .Wings!

BUTTERFLY 
The little caterpillar cried, “Oh, tis the end!”

The beautiful butterfly then sang, “Ah, tis just the beginning!”

Every ending presents an opportunity to start anew.

     Grow your wings and . . . Fly! 
DRAGONFLY 
The dragonfly can propel itself in six directions; up, down, forward, backward, to the left, to the right, 
and can even maintain a hover.

In life, although we strive to constantly move ahead, sometimes it is necessary to take a step to the side 
or to the back.  There are even times it is helpful to just stay still, in one place, and evaluate the next 
direction.

When you accept that life is like the flight of the dragonfly, you can truly 

     Embrace the . . . Journey! 
BEE 
As you buzz along through your busy day, stop for just a moment to Bee grateful, to Bee mindful, to Bee 
joyous, and above all, to just Bee . . .You!

FEATHER 
Eagles may not fly as fast as other raptors, but they make up the difference with endurance and the 
ability to glide for long periods of time.

In life, it isn’t always speed or strength that brings us to our goals; it’s learning to ride the up and down 
drafts for the long haul.

There are times to strongly flap your wings and times to simply Catch the wind and . . . Soar!

LADYBUG 
The ladybug, so cute and round, slowly moves across the ground.  When her spotted shell unfurls, her 
wings emerge and up she swirls!  You also have great power, you, too, can truly “fly”.  

     Believe in yourself and simply . . . Try!

SADDLE STIRRUP 
Lead horses, just like humans, must gain respect and trust in order to provide protection and safety.

Once that trust is established, an entire herd can be move With the flick . . . on an ear! 
ANCHOR 
Only after you’ve experienced the stress of a storm can you truly appreciate

     The worth . . . of an anchor! 
CARDINAL 
Cardinal birds symbolise positivity amidst troubles we may be experiencing.  Old folklore states that 
sighting a cardinal means you have a visitor from beyond to offer you peace, comfort and security.  
There is a quote about this belief that goes, “cardinals appear

     When angels . . . are near! 

Carol Young/Author 
Copyright



Timeless design
Inspiration messages

Quality product
Affordable

And always . . .
100% HYPOALLERGENIC

Jackson



Jackie
Address



Unless otherwise directed, 
all orders will be shipped 
via U.S. Postal Service.


The charge is added to 
your invoice.


USPS is reasonable, 
delivery is fast and reliable, 

and tracking is always 
provided at no extra cost.

Shipping can be a large part of your expense, so to maximise your costs, we 
suggest filling the following boxes to the max and not wasting space that you are 

paying for, regardless. 

Assorted smaller quantities are shipped First class: Prices range 
between $13.00 and $15.00 


Medium Flat Rate Box holds exactly 18 Message boxes

$17.50 

Regional B Box holds 18 Message boxes and a little more assorted 
jewelry

$20.50 

Large Flat Rate Box holds 24 Message boxes

$22.50 

The Collection (first time charge higher because the display unit is 
heavy)

$24.00 - $28.00 depending on destination


All Postal rates are subject to variations and uncontrolled price increases 


